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Maybe you’ve heard of it, but
you don’t really know what it is...

Your development team is interested in it but
has some concerns

Do you think it's just another gimmick
fundraising tech trend?

You wonder if it’s necessary if you use online
giving

You have it included in your CRM but could use
a little guidance

 

Sound familiar? 

ZGIVE created this easy-to-
understand mobile
fundraising e-guide for
beginners just like you.
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INTRO TO DIGITAL
FUNDRAISING



An easy-to-remember definition of digital fundraising

Types of digital fundraising 

Common digital fundraising terms made simple

Digital fundraising fees and services

The benefits of using digital fundraising

In This E-Guide, You Will Learn:

But first, let's start with saying that digital
fundraising is not just a trend; it’s here to stay.

According to Pew Research, 77 percent of Americans own a smartphone, with
over 40 percent of 65+ owning a smartphone. No matter what age your donors
are, mobile giving is an essential fundraising and marketing tool to understand
and utilize.       
       

Now that we’ve got that covered, let’s dive in!
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Text-to-Give: It is where a donor texts a keyword to a number and immediately receives
a link to donate from their mobile phone.

Scan-to-Give (QR code): The use of a QR Code bypasses the need to type in a keyword
and the number to send to, so your tech-savvy donor can give instantly.

Mobile-friendly Online Donation Pages: Giving on your mobile phone by connecting to
the donation button on a mobile-responsive online website.

Social Media: Giving on Facebook/+ by either clicking a donate button on the post or
page or giving via posted text-to-give and scan-to-give information.

Mobile Giving Apps: This is first downloading an app that is specific to a fundraising
organization and giving through their platform.

What Is Digital Fundraising? 

Mobile fundraising is a way for nonprofits to raise money using mobile technology, such as
cell phones, smartphones, or tablets.

Mobile fundraising typically includes:



DIGITAL
FUNDR
AISING:
EXAMPLES



Types of 
Digital Fundraising
 
Fundraising via Email:

 In order to raise significantly more money through existing email channels, all you
would have to do is to add either a link to your online donation page or a mobile
email donation button, like the one pictured below:That way, an email recipient
only has to click on that button and confirm their donation to give $50 to your
organization.

Fundraising via Socials:
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Information Capture simply means to automatically store data about donors
as soon as they donate via mobile. The data that is captured is typically their
name and phone number but at times, also birthday, donation amount, and
frequency of giving.

Mobile-friendly means web pages that are built to fit the specifications of a
mobile device. They’re designed to work well and look best on smaller
screens.

Mobile-Responsive is different from mobile-friendly pages. Mobile-responsive
pages are specifically designed to adapt to various screen sizes. J

PCI-Compliance is PCI-compliant mobile giving software that adheres to the
strict guidelines of the Payment Card Industry.  

Short Code vs. Long Code is either code with 5-digit numbers that donors can
text to give to charity or long codes that are 10-digit numbers, specific to an
organization. The industry is now moving away from shortcodes because not
only are they expensive, they are typically shared (to make it affordable). The
shared code has opened the door to fraud. Therefore long codes are
preferable because they are affordable and fully dedicated to one specific
organization.

Social Fundraising, also known as peer-to-peer fundraising, is a way to raise
money on the go by enlisting the help of your existing donors to spread the
word on social media or in person.

Common Terms in Digital
Fundraising

Below are a few of the most common words you come across in mobile
fundraising:
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What Does Digital Fundraising 
Cost?

 
The short answer is, it varies.

Most mobile fundraising platforms include monthly or yearly subscriptions as well as
processing fees (on average, 3%), and transaction fees.

T

These subscription fees come in a wide range of prices depending on the provider and their
platform offerings. However it is important to note, expensive doesn't necessarily mean
better. It really comes to understanding the capabilities that you need or don't need in your
giving strategy.

You can greatly reduce your processing (below 1%) by choosing a platform that encourages
your donor to pay the processing fees. For example, on a $20 donation, paying a processing
fee of .80 cents is nothing to the donor, but for you the savings can quickly add up.

Finally, monthly donors bring in more than one-time donors, however many nonprofits
rarely make that ask on their platform. Selecting a platform that encourages monthly
donors helps to convert 25% more monthly donors, ensuring you have a solid foundation of
reoccuring revenue.
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It’s safe. That is, as long as your mobile-giving company is PCI-compliant and
has a clear plan for security. Plus, 93 percent of donors say it’s important for
nonprofits to prioritize secure payments and data management.

It’s convenient. Over 60 percent of donors of ALL generations report that
they prefer to give with a credit card. Mobile phones are the most comfortable
and convenient way for them to pay by card.

It increases donor retention. A whopping 77% of donors who first donate from
a mobile device make their second donation from a mobile device.

It’s cost-effective. One report says 84 percent of text-to-donate gifts are
fulfilled.

It improves donor insights. Learning how your donors use their phones, not
just laptops, is prized data. And yet only 10 percent of North American
nonprofits regularly send text messages to donors and supporters.

Digital Fundraising Benefits
 

Fast facts about the benefits of digital-giving:
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READY TO TRY
DIGITAL
FUNDRAISING?

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SCHEDULE A PRIVATE DEMO?
CLICK THIS LINK 

CALL:   800 940-2392                             
EMAIL :  QUESTIONS@ZGIVE.COM

https://calendly.com/fred-zoom/zoomgive-demo
https://calendly.com/fred-zoom/zoomgive-demo

